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Abstract—Increase in system capacity and data rates can
be achieved efﬁciently in a wireless system by getting the
transmitter and receiver closer to each other. Femtocells deployed
in the macrocell signiﬁcantly improve the indoor coverage and
provide better user experience. The femtocell base station called
as Femtocell Access Point (FAP) is fully user deployed and
hence reduces the infrastructure, maintenance and operational
cost of the operator while at the same time providing good
Quality of Service (QoS) to the end user and high network
capacity gains. However, the mass deployment of femtocell faces
a number of challenges, among which interference management
is of much importance, as the fundamental limits of capacity and
achievable data rates mainly depends on the interference faced
by the femtocell network. To cope with the technical challenges
including interference management faced by the femtocells,
researchers have suggested a variety of solutions. These solutions
vary depending on the physical layer technology and the speciﬁc
scenarios considered. Furthermore, the cognitive capabilities, as a
functionality of femtocell have also been discussed in this survey.
This article summarises the main concepts of femtocells that
are covered in literature and the major challenges faced in
its large scale deployment. The main challenge of interference
management is discussed in detail with its types in femtocells
and the solutions proposed over the years to manage interference
have been summarised. In addition an overview of the current
femtocell standardisation and the future research direction of
femtocells have also been provided.
Index Terms—Femtocell, Interference Management.
I. INTRODUCTION
THE INCREASE in the popularity of wireless networkshas lead to the increased capacity demand. More and
more users prefer wireless technology as compared to wired
services. The wireless access broadly consists of two main
technologies, the wireless cellular networks, which mainly
provide voice services to users with high mobility and the
wireless local area networks (WLANs), which provide higher
data rates to users with comparatively restricted mobility [1].
To replace the wired services, wireless networks need to
provide high data rate services like the wired networks. Nowa-
days, the wireless cellular networks have evolved towards
providing high data rate services to their users and thus,
striving to replace the WLANs as well [2]
With the passage of time, the demand for higher capacity
and data rates is increasing. Cisco predicts a 39 fold increase
in the data trafﬁc from 2009 to 2014 [3]. A number of
technologies and standards have been developed to cope with
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this increasing demand. The standards like 3GPPs High Speed
Packet Access (HSPA), Long Term Evolution (LTE) and
LTE advanced, 3GPP2s Evolution-Data Optimised (EVDO)
and Ultra Wide Band (UWB) and Worldwide Interoperability
for Microwave Access (WiMAX) have been developed to
provide high speed communication to end users [4]. To achieve
high data rates, signals with high Signal to Interference plus
Noise Ratio (SINR) should be received, keeping in mind that
transmitter should not cause signiﬁcant interference to other
users by transmitting high power signals. High data rates
also require higher order modulation and coding schemes,
which are currently used in the above mentioned standards.
However, higher order modulation and coding schemes are
more susceptible to noise in a given environment. On the other
hand, capacity is generally increased by proving larger number
of channels per area (cell). This is possible by reducing the
area of each cell and thus increasing channel reuse. Classical
approaches like Cell Splitting and Cell Sectoring are widely
used in current wireless standards to increase system capac-
ity [5], [6]. Efﬁcient interference avoidance and mitigation
techniques are used to reduce the overall interference, as
the distance to the other cell using the same channels is
reduced [7], [8].
Demand for cellular services can originate from indoors as
well, that is why it is important for cellular networks to provide
good quality coverage to indoor users as well. Study by ABI
research shows that in the future, more than 50% of voice calls
and more than 70% of data trafﬁc is expected to originate
from indoor users [9]. Another survey shows that 30% of
business and 45% of household users experience poor indoor
coverage [10]. The new multimedia services and high data
rate applications intensiﬁes the need of good quality indoor
coverage. Hence, providing good quality indoor voice and data
services is of great importance. This would also be beneﬁcial
for the cellular operators in the form of increased revenue and
reduced churn.
Mobile cellular networks have gained reputation for poor
indoor coverage resulting in inferior call quality, QoS issues
becomes more predominant as mobile users begin using 3G
services. Due to the penetration losses, the indoor user requires
high power from the serving Base Station (BS), which means
other users would have less power and as a result the overall
system throughput is reduced. It is also very expensive to have
a large number of outdoor BSs to meet the needs of a high
capacity network. The large number of BSs would pose larger
burden on network planning and optimisation as well. The
modulation and coding schemes for high data rates used in the
standards mentioned above, require good channel conditions,
which means that in the case of indoor coverage, QoS cannot
be guaranteed due to the variations in channel conditions [11].
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This emphasises the need of having some indoor coverage
solutions, for example picocells, Distributed Antenna Systems
(DAS) and relays or repeaters. Picocells are very small cells,
providing coverage to a limited indoor area [12]. These
are located inside large buildings, which are categorised as
hotspots (e.g airports, shopping malls, universities). Picocells
work the same way as macrocells and are connected to each
other and macrocell BSs through cables. The DAS is another
good solution for the indoor coverage problem. This system
comprises of a number of distributed Antenna Elements (AEs)
and a home Base Station (BS) [13]. The antenna elements are
connected to the home Base Station ofﬂine through dedicated
lines, usually optic ﬁbre cables or dedicated RF links. This can
provide good quality communication to areas where outdoor
BSs cannot reach. In addition to good quality indoor coverage,
DAS can also reduce the transmit power which leads to
reduced interference and hence high capacity. It is one of the
popular solutions among vendors as it is less expensive as
compared to picocells and microcells. The AEs in a DAS are
distributed over the area of interest, these AEs comprise of RF
transceivers and relays information back to the BS, where all
the processing is done [14], [15]. Although picocells and DAS
provide good and cost effective alternatives as compared to the
outdoor macrocell, these are still too expensive to be deployed
for home and small ofﬁce users. It would be expensive and
impractical to install base stations (Picocells and additional
antennas) in every residence and small ofﬁce. Moreover, the
overall network processing load would also increase as the
number of picocells increase.
Another interesting and hot topic is the relaying in LTE
advanced for the indoor environment [16]. As LTE advanced is
set to provide high data rates to end users, it would also require
an indoor system where it can provide full functionality to the
indoor users. In this approach a wireless relay is placed inside
a building to compensate the penetration loss caused by the
walls of the building. The relaying is mainly performed in
two types, Amplify and Forward relaying (AF) and Decode
and Forward relaying (DF) [16], [17]. In AF relaying mode,
the relay terminal after reception of the signal, ampliﬁes the
signal and retransmits it. In this mode, the received signal can
be a disrupted one due to noise and fading and can cause
the channel capacity to decrease. On the other hand, in DF
relaying, the received signal is ﬁrst decoded and demodulated
before retransmission which reduces the overall noise level.
It is observed that mostly the DF relaying technique is more
advantageous as compared to AF relaying [18].
With the growing demand of innovative 3G services, most
industrial critics see signiﬁcant potential for the use of technol-
ogy, so called femtocells [2], [4], [11], [19]–[21]. Femtocells,
also known as home base station are small, low power access
points and visually look like an ordinary wireless router. These
indoor access points are installed by the users, which creates
a small wireless coverage area and connect user equipment
(UE) to the cellular core network through subscribers broad-
band internet access [4], [11]. The access point known as
Femtocell Access Point (FAP), works as BS, enabling high
quality voice, data and multimedia services to be delivered to
mobile devices in indoor settings. The FAP can be connected
to the operators core network through users DSL, optical
ﬁbre or cable broadband connection. Other wireless last mile
technologies like Wi-Fi can also be used for the purpose of
connecting to the operators core network. In rural areas, where
there is no broadband internet connection, a satellite internet
connection might also be feasible. However, providing good
QoS through a satellite backhaul internet connection might be
a big challenge. Compared to the afford-mentioned techniques
femtocells provide a better indoor coverage solution but face
many challenges. Femtocells would require some portion of
spectrum from the operators for its operation. This can be a
separate portion of spectrum allocated by the operator or the
same portion of spectrum as used by macrocell [19]. In the
case of same spectrum being used for femtocells (co channel
femtocell deployment), the issue of interference arises. This
interference can be between neighbouring femtocells as well
as between femtocells and macrocell.
This article provides an overview about femtocells, the
advantages that this technology can provide and the key
challenges. The main challenge faced by the femtocells is
interference management because of their ad hoc deployment.
The key techniques that can be used for avoiding and mitigat-
ing interference in femtocells are summarised in the remainder
of this paper. This document also provides a good overview
of the new research challenges in the ﬁeld of femtocells.
The rest of the article is organised as follows. Section 2
provides a basic introduction to femtocells. Section 3 lists
in detail the technical and business aspects of femtocells.
Section 4 brieﬂy describes the technical challenges faced by
femtocells. The types of interference appearing in femtocells
and the main interference mitigation schemes are provided in
section 5. Section 6 explains the current standardisation activi-
ties with regards to the interference management in femtocells
and section 7 gives the future directions and conclusion.
II. WHAT ARE FEMTOCELLS?
Femtocells are small low powered base stations, which
provide radio coverage to the mobile users in an indoor
environment. These are installed in an indoor area by the
end user just like a Wi Fi router and provide almost all of
the cellular functionalities to the end users [2], [4], [11]. The
FAP is then connected to the operators core network through
the users broadband internet connection. The connection from
an end user to the mobile operators core network is shown
in Fig. 1. In Fig. 2, a typical indoor femtocell is shown,
where different indoor User Equipments (UEs) can connect
to the FAP and use data and voice services. Femtocells use
the same physical layer technology as cellular networks and
are standardised since 3GPP release 8, where it is called as
Home Node B (HNB) in WCDMA systems and Home e Node
B (H(e)NB) in LTE systems. More detail about the femtocell
standardisation is provided in section 6 of this article.
One of the important femtocell functions in 3GPP release
8 is Closed Subscriber Group, called CSG. Each H(e)NB
provides an access mode that the limited and registered UEs
can only connect to the H(e)NB and any other UEs cannot
access it as their connection is rejected. Such H(e)NB is
used in home and small ofﬁce and the owner or the owners
family can access to the H(e)NB. This access mode control
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Fig. 1. UE connected to an operator’s core network in a femtocell
Fig. 2. A typical indoor femtocell
is enhanced in release 9 introducing open access mode and
hybrid access mode. The access modes are also described in
detail in section 4.
Femtocells are deployed within a macrocell in an ad hoc
fashion and any user can deploy femtocells in its home and
even can move femtocells from one location to another. There-
fore, it is a challenging problem for operators to manage radio
resources dynamically [20], [21]. It also requires efﬁcient self
organising techniques to make sure it is aware of its surround-
ing environment and should have distributed optimising tech-
niques to mitigate any interference. Furthermore, in case of
dense co channel femtocell deployment where spectrum short-
age may occur, it is also desirable for the femtocell to have the
functionality of opportunistic spectrum access. This requires
that the femtocells should have cognitive functionalities, which
makes it more intelligent. The femtocells having cognitive
functionalities are called here as Cognitive Femtocells, which
due to its extra capabilities can provide efﬁcient solutions to
the challenges faced due to dense femtocell deployment in
future [22]–[24]. Cognitive femtocells have the capability to
sense spectrum in the surrounding environment to locate any
vacant spectrum portions (white spaces or spectrum holes).
These spectrum holes are then used by the cognitive femtocells
to provided connectivity to its users. They can collaborate and
cooperate with neighbouring cognitive femtocells for more
accurate spectrum sensing. In the case of unavailability of
spectrum holes, cognitive femtocells can then use the licensed
band for its operation like the normal femtocells [25], [26]. It
should be noted here that the term cognitive femtocell is used
to show that the femtocell is having extra cognitive capabilities
and it can also be just called as femtocells.
The concept of femtocells dates back to the 1999, where
Bell Labs ﬁrst studied a home base station. The Alcatel
announced a GSM based home base station to be brought
to the market in 2000 [27]. Their demonstration units proved
to work through a Plane Old Telephone System (POTS) line,
but were unable to make it the market due to the high cost
of the equipment. After this, in 2002, Motorola announced its
3G home base station but the concept was still very new [27].
This concept became more famous in 2005 and the actual term
femtocell was coined in 2006. A number of companies started
trials and demonstrations.
A not-for-proﬁt membership organisation was formed by
different vendors, operators and research organisations in July
2007 named as Femto Forum [28]. Its main aim is to promote
the standardisation and wide scale deployment of femtocells
all around the world. It has more than 100 operators and
telecom vendors in its members list. It provides an excellent
linkage between the new technology and industry. The femto-
cells became main stream technology when the 3GPP release
8 introduced the Home NodeB (HNB) and Home e Node B
(H(e)NB) [29]. It is predicted that the future LTE networks
would include femtocells for the indoor cellular coverage.
Thus it is likely for femtocells to be deployed at a large scale
in the near future.
III. TECHINCAL AND BUISNESS ASPECTS OF FEMTOCELLS
A. Technical Aspects
Femtocells can provide a better solution for the indoor
coverage problem. Basically due to small cell radius, the
distance between transmitter and receiver is reduced, hence
transmitted signal is less attenuated and in turn receiver can
receive a good Received Signal Strength (RSS). Generally the
quality of a signal at the receiver is measured in terms of
SINR. The SINR is a function of the transmitted power from
the desired BS, transmitted power from interfering transmit-
ters, shadowing, fading and pathlosses [30]. The penetration
losses due to walls cause the interfering signals to be weak.
This attenuation is more prominent at higher frequencies that
are commonly used in 3G technology for their high bit rate
operation. These losses act as insulation to the femtocells and
thus, femtocells transmit with low power while maintaining
good indoor coverage quality. The good channel conditions
enables the femtocells to provide high data rate services
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TABLE I
FEMTOCELL AND WI-FI SPECIFICATIONS
Speciﬁcations 3G Femtocell (HSPA) Wi-Fi
Data Rates 7.2-14.4Mbps 11 and 54Mbps
Operational
Frequency
1.9-2.6GHz 2.4-5GHz
Power 10-100mW 100-200mW
Range 10-30m 100-200m
Services Primarily Voice and
Data
Primarily Data and
Voice
to users by using higher modulation and coding schemes.
Furthermore, a femtocell usually serves a very small number
of users (house residents/ofﬁce employees) as compared to a
macrocell (e.g Vodafone femtocells can support maximum of
4 users), due to which, it can devote a large portion of its
resources to the available users. This enables femtocells to
provide good QoS to its users as compared to a macrocell,
which have to serve larger number of users simultaneously in
a large area [19].
Femtocells can solve the spectrum underutilisation problem
for the regulators. As there are small cells, the channels are re
used more often. Two main modes of femtocell deployments
are common [31]. The separate channel deployment and the
co channel deployment. In a separate channel deployment,
a speciﬁc channel is allocated for the femtocell network,
which is not used by the macrocell. This is done to avoid
interference between femtocell and macrocell users. In the co
channel deployment, the femtocell uses the same channels as
the macrocell [19]. This is much favoured by the operators
because dedicating a certain portion of spectrum for femtocells
might be expensive, as spectrum is a precious commodity.
The co channel deployment also increases the overall system
capacity to a large extend. With the co channel deployment,
there is a greater risk of femtocell and macrocell users causing
interference to each other [19]. Thus efﬁcient and intelligent
interference management is required for a successful co chan-
nel femtocell deployment. With the beneﬁts of larger capacity,
femtocells also provide a viable solution to outdoor coverage
problems. The coverage holes in the footprint of a macrocell
can be eliminated with femtocells. In this aspect, the femtocell
can provide coverage to macrocellular users which are nearby
and in the range of the femtocell. This property of femtocells
can be of importance at the macrocell edges.
In a femtocell, the FAP working as a BS is of much impor-
tance. Both the FAP and Wi-Fi access point have similarities
but have difference as well, both uses internet as a backhaul
network and thus the QoS mainly depends on the backhaul.
However, the FAP implements cellular technology while Wi-
Fi are WLANs and mainly used for data services [32]. Table I
shows the main difference between femtocells and Wi-Fi.
Fig. 3 [33]–[36] shows some common FAPs developed by
various manufacturers. The FAPs are developed based on the
required technology, for example 2G and 3G femtocells have
been developed. Femtocells with newer technology like LTE
and WiMAX are also developed.
Various air interface technologies co exist nowadays, which
lead to the development of different type of femtocells based
Fig. 3. (left to right) Huawei, Ip.access, Samsung, Ubiquisys
Femtocells
2G Femtocells 3G Femtocells OFDM Based Femtocells
GSM/GPRS LTE/WiMAXUMTS/HSPA
Fig. 4. Types of femtocells based on technology used
on the air interface technology. This shows that the femtocell
concept can be applied to wide variety of technologies. Each
type of femtocell provides different type of services. The
selection of a femtocell based on a particular technology
depends on the need of the user. The main types of femtocells
are shown in Fig. 4 A brief overview of each type is given.
1) 2G Femtocells: The 2G femtocells are based on the
Global System for Mobile Communication (GSM) air inter-
faces. Most of the manufacturers concentrate on the production
of 3G femtocells, as compared to the old GSM, however, GSM
holds a huge number of subscribers around the world. Many
developing countries like India and Pakistan are still expanding
the GSM cellular network, in such a scenario, providing users
with 3G and beyond femtocells would be of no use [37]. One
of the main reasons of development of 2G femtocells is its low
cost, as compared to the newer versions [38]. One example is
the development of GSM femtocells by Ericsson in 2007 [39].
The development of 2G femtocells was not a great success
and many manufacturers avoid manufacturing it because of its
drawbacks and economic viability. The main disadvantage is
that a GSM femtocell, for data service uses General Packet
Radio Service (GPRS), which does not provide high data rates.
Hence the use is only limited to good quality voice. It is not
likely that a user would purchase a femtocell only for a good
quality indoor voice service. Furthermore, the power control
in GSM is not ﬂexible enough to cope with the interference
issues that would arise due to co channel deployment of
femtocells. On the other hand [37] suggests that deployment
of 2G femtocells would be more feasible in the developing
countries where the cellular networks are mostly used for voice
services only.
2) 3G Femtocells: These femtocells are mainly based on
the air interface of Universal Mobile Telecommunication sys-
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tem (UMTS) called UMTS Terrestrial Radio Access (UTRA).
These femtocells can provide higher data rates as compared
to the 2G femtocells [40]. The UMTS technology has the
capability of connecting through IP based networks, which
make it more applicable to femtocells. Unlike the GSM based
femtocells, the 3G femtocells have better power allocation
schemes, which can be used to avoid causing interference to
the macrocell users. The UMTS femtocells are also standard-
ised by the 3GPP as HNBs [41]. This encourages manufac-
turers in the development of such femtocells. Femtocells with
further enhancements in UMTS are also developed; these are
the HSPA femtocells, which provide even better services [11],
[42]–[44].
3) OFDM based Femtocells: The WiMAX and LTE fem-
tocells come under this category. As the name suggests, these
femtocells use OFDM as their physical layer technology. LTE
femtocells are more famous and are considered as the main
future indoor technology. These femtocells can provide a
variety of high data rate services to the end users [45]. It
is also a hot research area nowadays and a lot of research is
going on in order to efﬁciently implement LTE femtocells in
the future [46]–[52].
B. Buisness Aspects
Femtocells can provide an excellent platform for the oper-
ators to maximise their revenue, increase network capacity
without any further investment in macro cellular network
upgrades. Savings also incur as there would be no need
to lease land for new sites and electricity cost is also not
a burden on the operators anymore. These savings reduce
the overall network cost. With the penetration of mobile
broadband, ofﬂoading the macro network is an extremely hot
topic for mobile operators due to the extensive use of smart
phones (e.g. iPhone) connected through the mobile broadband
network. After the wide scale deployment of femtocells, the
burden on the macrocell would be relieved and thus, more
resources can be directed towards macrocell users. This can
result in the form of providing good QoS to end users and
handling capacity needs in a cost effective way to keep
business sustainable [53]. For the users, cognitive femtocell
promises better indoor coverage and capacity as well as some
speciﬁc services e.g. notiﬁcations of events.
Keeping the savings and beneﬁts in mind, the manufactures
still need to be concerned about the price of FAP and services.
The femtocell faces competition from the already existing and
mature Wi Fi [32]. The femtocell should provide reasonable
prices as well as better and versatile services as compared
to Wi Fi, in order to attract more customers. There is also a
risk involved in the business as there are few drawbacks from
the users point of view. One of the main drawback is that a
user must have a broadband internet connection in order to use
femtocells. Also the QoS depends on the backhaul connection.
Failures in the broadband connection of a customer would
result in failure of femtocell. This aspect of broadband internet
connection as backhaul can also be of beneﬁt to the operators
and they can offer two services (broadband internet connection
and femtocell) to a user and thus increase the overall revenue.
There is also a problem of operator, as all home residence or
guests might not be using services from the same operator but
again, this aspect might attract users in one home to use one
operator.
Femtocells having cognitive capabilities, mainly opportunis-
tic spectrum access, on the other hand can provide more
beneﬁts as a business aspect. The opportunistic spectrum
access property of cognitive femtocells enables efﬁcient use
of the spectrum. The spectrum is thus efﬁciently utilised to
avoid spectrum underutilisation. These femtocells basically
carry most of the cognitive radio advantages combined with
femtocell advantages from a business point of view.
Keeping all this in mind, femtocells provide a viable
business opportunity. Many manufacturers have started man-
ufacturing their FAPs and operators have started providing
them to the users. One example is Vodafone in UK [54].
Vodafone started their trials of 3G femtocells in early 2008
with Alcatel Lucent and Huawei. Recently Vodafone launched
its femtocell by the name of sure signal box. It is basically a
FAP and costs same as a Wi-Fi access point. The Sure Box
provides coverage in a 50 yards radius. The price has been
appreciated by many users. In US, Motorola have launched
their femtocell named as KeepMeConnected [55]. The FAP is
actually a touch screen digital picture, which can be placed
anywhere inside a home or ofﬁce. It allows users to have a
single land line connection (VoIP) for both landline and mobile
phone. Node-H, a small company providing software stack
for manufacturers have recently developed its new software
that has cognitive radio capability [56]. This would enable a
FAP to perform spectrum sensing in the surrounding radio
environment and then conﬁgure its self optimally.
IV. TECHNICAL CHALLENGES IN FEMTOCELLS
Although the manufacturing of femtocells has started, it still
faces a number of challenges. These challenges will be of
more importance when the deployments of femtocells become
denser in urban environment. The main focus of this article
is interference management, but other challenges faced by
femtocells are also discussed brieﬂy. These are deﬁned in order
to give an overall view of a two tier network.
A. Access Modes
Femtocells can support a limited number of users and
therefore, it should be clear as to which user can access a
speciﬁc femtocell. Currently three access modes have been
deﬁned for a femtocell [57], [58].
• Open Access mode: Every user can access the femtocell
in this mode and beneﬁt from its services.
• Closed Access mode: in this mode, only speciﬁc users
can access a femtocell, e.g home residents in a femtocell
deployed at a house. The owner can decide as to which
user can access the femtocell; it is referred to as CSG by
the 3GPP.
• Hybrid Access mode: this access mode only allows par-
ticular outside users to access a femtocell. The conditions
of access to a femtocell by an outside user can be deﬁned
by each operator separately and entry to any guest or new
user can be requested by the owner.
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The open access mode is unlikely to be used by home users
as the owner who purchased the FAP and pays for the backhaul
and electricity, would not want its femtocell resources to be
shared with others. However, this mode can be used in public
areas like airports, shopping malls and universities to provide
good coverage to the users in that area [59]. Home users gen-
erally prefer closed access mode, but in this mode, any outside
users near the femtocell experiencing high signal levels from
the femtocell would not be able to access the femtocell, if they
are not subscribed, thus causing interference. Access modes
have a direct impact on the interference in the system and
therefore, it should be carefully selected after much analysis.
One solution is the hybrid access, which provides a more
viable solution by allowing certain outside users to access
the resources of a nearby femtocell. Increasing the number
of outside users to access a femtocell have a negative impact
on the performance of authorised femtocell users, therefore,
the number of outside users to be allowed should be carefully
selected. The FAP should have the capability to select this
number carefully by keeping in view the performance of users
authorised to use that particular femtocell [60], [61]. Detailed
explanation of the access modes and its impacts are given
in [44], [62].
B. Mobility Management & Handovers
Femtocells are intended for indoor users and apparently
no speciﬁc mobility management is necessary. However, with
dense femtocell deployment there would be a need for mo-
bility management and handover procedures [45]. This is a
key challenge, as in case of dense deployment, it would not
be possible for a femtocell to keep track of its neighbours for
handover. A femtocell can have a large number of neighbours
and these neighbours are created on an ad hoc basis, making it
difﬁcult to constantly keep track of neighbouring femtocells.
The communication with large number of neighbouring fem-
tocells for handover would also be difﬁcult in limited radio
resources. A mobility management scheme is proposed in [45],
where an intermediate node is introduced which control the
mobility.
Handover in femtocells highly depends upon the access
mode being used. The number of handover is very large in the
case of open access, while are reduced in closed and hybrid
access modes [61]. The handover procedure is also different
for femtocells and a number of procedures have been sug-
gested. In [63] a handover mechanism between macrocell and
femtocell for LTE based networks is proposed. This handover
mechanism basically takes into account the QoS and speed of
the UE for handover. Another handover algorithm [64] takes
into account the RSS and velocity of UE for handover by
using the mathematical concept of sets. Handover procedures
for UMTS based networks are also proposed [65], [66] which
reduces signalling overhead and number of handovers in
femtocells. In [67] different traditional handover schemes
are compared and the Mobile Station Controlled handover is
suggested on the basis of its performance.
C. Self Organisation
Femtocells are deployed by end users and can be turned
on and off at any time, hence the deployment is completely
random. The number and locations of femtocells can con-
tinuously vary within a macrocell. This makes the classic
network planning and design tools to conﬁgure and optimise
a femtocell network unusable. The femtocells need to be
intelligent enough to autonomously integrate in a radio access
network [68]. They need to be able to self conﬁgure and
optimise without causing any impact on the existing cellular
system. Such functionality of a femtocell would enhance
its performance in the form of increased capacity, better
QoS and reduced interference to the macro network. The
introduction of self organisation in wireless networks was to
achieve reductions in the operational expenditure (OPEX) by
removing any human involvement in operational tasks of the
network, optimise network capacity and enhance QoS. The
self organisation mainly comprises of self conﬁguration, self
optimisation and self healing [69]–[71].
• Self Conﬁguration: Normally the self conﬁguration phase
in wireless networks occur due to any event like addition
of new cell sites and addition or removal of network
features. In case of femtocells, in addition to the above,
the femtocell needs to conﬁgure itself whenever it is
moved to a new location or rebooted. Prior to operation
and optimisation the femtocell needs to sense the envi-
ronment and conﬁgure many parameters like pilot power
and neighbour list.
• Self Optimisation: In this phase, intelligent techniques are
applied to obtain updated and acceptable network param-
eters. In femtocells, the optimisation phase needs to make
sure all the network parameters (transmit power, physical
resources, access modes, admission control, handover
control etc) are tuned to an acceptable level. This is a
continuous phase which keeps on updating the parameters
for an optimised performance of the femtocell.
• Self Healing: In the case of any incidents, the self
healing phase tries to resolve the problem occurred to
any possible extent. When the problem causing failure is
resolved, it should get back to its normal settings.
In order to operate successfully in a dense deployment, the
femtocells need to have efﬁcient self organising capabilities.
Research to obtain such capabilities is underway and many
efﬁcient techniques have been proposed. In [68] a self ini-
tialising technique and preamble design for femtocells based
on IEEE 802.16e is proposed. The proposed scheme uses
the self organised power control method presented in [19].
Macrocell users in the proposed scheme are able to detect
a macrocell BS, even if they are located near to a femto-
cell. The results also show improvement in the throughput
of femtocell and macrocell inside the coverage area of a
femtocell. Another scheme for femtocells based on IEEE
802.16e named network assisted femtocell BS management
scheme is introduced in [72], which reduces the problem of
large number of scanning due to large number of neighbours.
The serving BS broadcasts information to the femtocell about
neighbouring femtocells which helps avoid wasting any air
resources and improve the overall performance of a femtocell.
An efﬁcient self optimised coverage coordination scheme is
presented in [73] where a femtocell adjusts its transmit power
based on interference power received at femtocell downlink.
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Initially the femtocell measures the average received pilot
power from neighbouring femtocells and macrocells and se-
lects the strongest signal. It then adjusts its own power in such
a way that the received power at the femtocell edge is identical
to the strongest pilot power received at that location. The
algorithm is able to self optimise and perform optimistically.
Currently, many cognitive radio capabilities are under re-
search for femtocells, in [74] a ﬂexible femtocell manage-
ment scheme is presented. A network decision entity called
Dynamic Self Organising Network Planning and Management
(DSNPM) is used for reconﬁguration. DSNPM includes op-
timisation procedures and cognitive capabilities that enable
it to adapt to environment changes in a timely manner.
Two approaches in [52] propose cognitive capabilities for an
OFDMA based femtocell. The femtocells ﬁrst dynamically
senses the air interface and then tunes the sub channel allo-
cation according to the sensing results in such a way that the
overall inter cell interference is kept minimum and capacity
kept at maximum. As the number of femtocells increase in
an area, the problem of self organisation would become more
challenging and hence there is a need of more research in this
area.
D. Security
Providing efﬁcient security to femtocell networks is one
of the key challenges. In the case of open access mode,
security is of much importance as the users private information
needs to be protected. The femtocell network is prone to
many security risks. For example, the private information
of subscriber travels over the backhaul internet connection.
This data can be hacked, which would breach privacy and
conﬁdentiality [37].
The femtocells are also prone to Denial of Service (DoS)
attacks. A hacker can overload the link between a FAP and
mobile core network. This would prohibit a subscriber to
connect to the core network and the femtocell service would
not be available. Security is also required to prevent unwanted
users to access a femtocell network and use the resources. This
is mainly for the close access mode, where only speciﬁc users
can access a femtocell [75].
Due to these threats, operators and manufacturers provide
some level of security. Mainly the Internet Protocol Security
(IPSec) is used to provide security to the link between FAP
and operators core network. There is a security gateway
in the operators core network and when the FAP wants to
connect to the core network, a secure tunnel is established
between the FAP and the security gateway. All the data to
and from the femtocell travels through the secure tunnel,
hence making the data more secure [76]. In [75] a number of
security threats like eavesdropping, man-in-the-middle attack
and compromising subscriber access list have been pointed
out. These threats have not been addressed sufﬁciently till
date and thus the author proposes improved authentication and
key agreement mechanism for H(e)NBs. With the increasing
number of femtocell deployments the security issue would
become more and more serious. Therefore, there is a need
of extensive research in this area.
E. Timing & Synchronisation
In a wireless system, the timing and synchronisation is of
great importance. A crystal oscillator is used for the inter-
nal clock. The internal clock helps accurately align packets
between transmitter and receiver. It also helps to maintain
speciﬁc frequency alignment. The error in synchronisation and
timing can cause Inter Symbol Interference (ISI) in OFDM
systems [49]. The crystal oscillator is the main portion of the
FAP that count towards its cost. Good quality oscillators are
expensive, which will increase the overall femtocell cost.
Synchronisation for the femtocells can also be achieved
through the backhaul Asymmetric Digital Subscriber Line
(ADSL). The FAPs use the ADSL to connect to the clock of
the operators core network and use that clock to synchornise
itself. However, there can be unpredictable delays on the
internet connection due to varying trafﬁc and thus errors in
the synchronisation. The IEEE 1588 [77] specify the Precision
Time Protocol (PTP) for synchronising independent clocks
with different precision. However, the IEEE 1588 still make
synchronisation errors between the master clock and the slave
clock [78]. An enhanced synchronisation algorithm based on
IEEE 1588 is proposed in [79] where the asymmetry is taken
into account and any offsets in timing are removed.
Another approach to solve the problem of synchronisation
is to use GPS receiver within the femtocell. The GPS services
would be used to provide timing and synchronisation to the
femtocell which is a cost effective solution. The GPS can also
be used for the localisation purpose, which can be used to pro-
vide the subscriber with local news and information. In case of
emergencies, the location of femtocell will be known which
can be much helpful. The information can also be helpful
in interference management in case of networked femtocells.
However the disadvantage in using GPS for indoors is that the
GPS signal suffers signiﬁcant amount of attenuation and may
not be able to provide accurate synchronisation. Most of the
areas nowadays receive a good quality television transmission
and this can be used to provide synchronisation to femtocells.
Femtocells can have an advanced TV receiver built in, which
can provide accurate timing and synchronisation [80].
A femtocell can also take help from its neighbouring femto-
cells in order to be synchronised with the rest of the network.
A frame synchronisation method for femtocell BS in TDD
systems is proposed in [81], this scheme uses transmissions
from any adjacent BSs to establish synchronisation. Another
similar approach is introduced in [82], where the neighbouring
femtocells preamble signal is used to align the femtocell
frames. Timing and synchronisation is a key challenge for
femtocells, and intelligent algorithms need to be developed to
overcome this challenge.
F. Interference Management
This is one of the most important challenges for dense
deployment of femtocells. As described before, the operators
prefer co channel deployment of femtocells to sufﬁciently
increase the overall capacity, but this causes the problem
of interference [11]. As many femtocells and the macrocell
are using the same portion of spectrum, these can cause
interruptions to each other.
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Interference management in femtocells and the different
techniques used to mitigate interference are explained in detail
in the next section.
V. INTERFERENCE MANAGEMENT IN FEMTOCELLS
Due to the deployment of small indoor base stations, the
cellular architecture changes and now consists of two tiers
or layers [12], [19], [50], [82], [83]. The ﬁrst tier or layer
is the conventional macrocellular network while the second
tier or layer is the femtocell network. The new architecture is
thus called two-tier or two-layer network architecture. The new
layer, called the femtocell layer is an unplanned and random
distribution of femtocells. This has a number of advantages
in the form of capacity, coverage and quality [21], However,
the new architecture also brings forth new problems and
design challenges. Among these challenges the interference
management is of importance. The femtocell is preferred to
be deployed in co channel fashion, which is using the same
frequency bands as the macrocell, to achieve higher capacity.
This in return, gives rise to severe interference management
challenges [84].
This section explains the main types of interference faced
in the two-tier network architecture. The interference prob-
lems faced in both uplink and downlink is explained. The
development of femtocells is mainly in the CDMA and
OFDMA technologies. Therefore, interference faced by these
two technologies is more elaborated in this section. In the end
key interference management algorithms researched so far are
discussed.
A. Types of Interference in a Two Tier Network
The two-tier architecture enables us to divide the interfer-
ence in to two main types. These are elaborated in Fig. 5 and
explained below.
1) Co-tier Interference: This type of interference refers
to the interference caused by network elements that belong
to the same tier or layer of network [11]. In the case of
femtocells, it is the interference caused to a femtocell by
another femtocell as shown in Fig. 6. Usually the femtocells
causing interference to each other are immediate neighbouring
femtocells, as they are close to each other. The deployment
of femtocell is random and they can be deployed very close
to each other in apartments, where the wall separation might
not be enough to avoid causing interference to each other. In
the case of dense deployment, where there might be a number
of neighbouring interferers, the overall interference observed
at a femtocell can be higher than any of the individual
interfering femtocells. To establish a communication link,
the SINR value should be above a certain threshold. If the
SINR at a certain femtocell location is lower then a deﬁned
threshold due to co-tier interference, it would be impossible to
create a communication link and thus a dead zone would be
created. The SINR threshold level is usually deﬁned by the air
interface technology in use and can be different for different
requirements of QoS [49].
The access methods used in femtocells have a huge impact
on the overall interference. The co-tier interference is more
severe in closed access as compared to the open access [44]
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Fig. 5. Types of interference in two tier femtocell network
Due to this, the dead zones in closed access are larger as
compared to open access. The dead zones also depend on the
QoS requirement of each service. If a service requires higher
SINR, it might not be possible to provide the service near the
windows or edges of a femtocell. So the dead zone for such
services would be larger as compared to other services that
do not require comparatively high SINR.
The uplink co-tier interference is caused by the femtocell
user equipment (UE). The femtocell UE acts as a source
of interference to the neighbouring FAPs. For example, in a
CDMA system, the immediate neighbouring femtocell UEs
are the main source of uplink interference [49]. If a UE in the
neighbouring femtocell transmits at a high power, it will affect
the victim femtocell and the performance will be degraded.
In this case, an FAP should impose power limits on its UEs
in order to control the noise level at neighbouring FAPs.
The 3G system like UMTS and High Speed Uplink Packet
Access (HSUPA) applies intelligent power control techniques
to limit the uplink interference. In these systems, the FAP is
able to sense the surrounding radio environment and gather
information about any near by femtocell UEs. It then sets the
transmit powers of its UEs based on the gathered information.
In the case of OFDMA femtocells, the FAP should sense
the surrounding radio environment for certain sub channels. A
UE would require certain number of sub channels depending
on the QoS, the FAP should then allocate sub channels that
are subject to lower level of interference. As compared to
the CDMA, the OFDMA system provides better chances of
avoiding interference due to the division of spectrum into
small sub channels [49]. Different strategies are described later
in this section.
The downlink co tier interference is caused by an FAP,
where the FAP is the source of interference as it causes
interference to the neighbouring femtocell UEs [11]. Due to
the close deployment of femtocells, there is a high chance
of power leaks through windows, doors and balconies. These
power leaks cause interference to the neighbouring UEs. In
a CDMA system, this would add up to the noise level and
create dead zones around the femtocell [11]. To avoid such
interference the 3GPP recommends using adaptive power
control techniques at FAPs. This power control becomes more
important in the case of closed access femtocells because a
UE in this scheme is not served by the strongest FAP but by
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Fig. 6. A scenario showing co-tier interference between neighbouring femtocells
the one to which it is subscribed. Similar to the uplink case,
the FAP in the downlink should be able to sense the radio
environment and adjust its power accordingly. In the case of
OFDMA femtocells, it again depends on the allocation of sub
channels. If different sub channels are used by the source of
interference and the victim, interference would be avoided.
2) Cross-tier Interference: This type of interference is
caused by network elements that belong to different tier
or layer of the network. For example, an FAP can cause
interference to the downlink of a macrocell UE nearby as
shown in Fig. 7. Also a macrocell UE can cause interference
at the uplink of a nearby FAP. Femtocells would cause large
amount of interference to neighbours that are using macrocell
services for indoor purpose. This problem becomes more
severe in the case of closed access mode [44]. The macro UEs
would receive strong signals from the close by neighbour, to
which access is denied and there would be huge dead zones
around the femtocell. To cope with the cross-tier interference,
spectrum splitting is also proposed. However, this is a less
efﬁcient technique, as spectrum is costly and scarce as well. In
the case of having separate spectrum portion for the femtocell
tier, there would be no cross-tier interference. However, if the
bands are adjacent to each other in the frequency domain,
there can be adjacent channel interference. Hence, effort is
required to mitigate the adjacent channel interference as well.
The cross-tier uplink interference can take place when a
femtocell UE acts as a source of interference to the macrocell
BS [49]. In the case of a CDMA system, power control is used
in order to prevent femtocell UE from causing interference to
the macrocell BS. The FAP should sense the environment and
not ask for higher powers from its UEs. The femtocell UEs
are normally close to the FAP and do not transmit at enough
high powers to cause interference to macrocell BS. In the
case of open access mode, the users are allowed to connect
to any layer, depending on the quality of the received signal
at the time. This enables the use of minimum power by both
femtocell and macrocell and hence the interference can be
reduced.
Another case of cross-tier uplink interference is when a
macrocell UE transmits at high power near a femtocell [49].
This will cause interference at the FAP. The femtocells are
normally isolated, due to the wall penetration, but still in some
cases the macrocell UE can cause sufﬁcient interference to the
femtocell.
In the case of OFDMA, the same two types of uplink cross-
tier interference can occur. The ﬁrst type of interference as
deﬁned above for CDMA can also occur in OFDMA systems
if the femtocell is located near the macrocell BS. If a femtocell
UE is transmitting with high power on certain sub channels
near a macrocell BS, these sub channels become unusable
for the macrocell BS and hence the overall efﬁciency is
reduced [12]. In this case, the power of the femtocell UE
should be restricted and there should be bound on the upper
limit of transmit power of a femtocell UE. In the second case
of interference, where a macrocell UE is transmitting with
high power because of being away from the macrocell base
station, the femtocell should allocate different sub channels in
order to avoid interference.
The downlink cross-tier interference can be caused by an
FAP to a close by macrocell UE [11]. In the case of closed
access mode, the area around the femtocell becomes dead
zones for macrocell UE. There can be power leakage through
windows and doors from an indoor located FAP to a nearby
macrocell UE. In the case of CDMA co channel deploy-
ment; there is a need for adaptive power control, because of
the changing circumstances. The adaptive power control can
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Fig. 7. A scneario showing cross-tier interference between femtocell and macrocell
provide FAPs with a variety of options and hence mitigate
interference. If the femtocell is located near to the macrocell
BS, the femtocell size would shrink because of the interference
from the macrocell BS. In this situation, the femtocell UEs can
have coverage only when they are located very near to the
FAP. In a scenario, where a femtocell UE is near the window
of a house having FAP, it is more likely that the UE near
the window will connect to the macrocell BS instead of the
indoor FAP. The Femto forum investigated such a scenario and
deduced that a throughput of 14.4 Mbps can be achieved using
HSDPA femtocells, when the femtocell UE is located 250
meters from a microcell and 1000 meters from a macrocell.
In the case of OFDMA femtocells, the downlink interfer-
ence management is mostly dependent on the allocation of
sub channels. The FAP would not cause any interference to a
macrocell UE, if the macrocell UE uses a different set of sub
channels.
B. Interference Management Techniques
The various types of interference introduced in the network
due to the addition of a new femtocell layer have been ex-
plained in section 5.1. The types of interference are perceived
differently in different air interface technologies. In the two
tier network architecture, the interference perceived from the
point of view of CDMA and OFDMA was described. Each
of these technologies uses different techniques to manage the
co-tier and cross-tier interference. The research is still going
on in this area and many schemes have been proposed. Some
main schemes would be summarised in this portion. The main
emphasis is on interference avoidance, for reasons explained
later, but other interference management techniques are also
brieﬂy described. Fig. 8 shows the block diagram of all the
techniques explained.
1) Interference Cancellation in Femtocells: These are the
class of schemes that reduces interference at the receiver
end, which means interference is cancelled after the signal
is received. The interference cancellation is deﬁned by An-
drews [85] as the class of techniques that demodulate/decode
desired information, and then use this information along with
channel estimates to cancel received interference from the
received signal.
Two classical ways of interference cancellation used exten-
sively in wireless networks are Successive interference cancel-
lation (SIC) and parallel interference cancellation (PIC) [85]–
[90]. PIC detects all users simultaneously. This initial estimate
can be used to cancel interference in near future and parallel
detection is repeated and this process is repeated over several
stages. The PIC is also known as multistage interference
cancellation [91]. On the other hand, SIC detects one user
per stage. The strongest received signal is detected ﬁrst, then
the next strongest, and so on [92]. PIC has decreased latency
but higher overall complexity because N number of users
must be detected in parallel and there are P cancellation
stages. Latency is proportional to P, which is much smaller
than N for cellular systems, but complexity is proportional
to PN. SIC have complexity and latency proportional to N,
and this latency may be unaffordable if there are many users
with real time data [85]. To have a better scheme, we have
Multistage SIC, which is smoother trade off between the two
techniques [93]. A group of users are detected in parallel,
and then has their aggregate interference subtracted from the
composite received signal, and then another group is detected
in parallel.
Majority of the interference cancellation techniques require
knowledge of the characteristics of the interfering signal. It
also requires antenna arrays at the receiver system to cancel
any interference. These make these techniques less suitable
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for UEs and are mostly suitable for implementing in base
stations (macrocell BS, FAP) and hence mostly used for the
uplink interference management [94].
Multiuser detection (MUD) works on the same principle
and identiﬁes the signature of each user. It selects the most
probable signal out of K number of users, depending on its
observations and channel state information. It is well suited
for the CDMA systems, where each user has its own spreading
code and hence having a unique waveform and the near far
effect needs to be eliminated. MUD in this case helps to detect
the different CDMA users and all the users can beneﬁt from
joint detection [95]. The common detectors used to counter the
multiuser interference in CDMA channels are the decorrelat-
ing detector and linear minimum mean square error (MMSE)
detectors [96]. These detectors require prior knowledge about
the system like signature waveform and received amplitudes
or some training data should be provided. These algorithms
can be complex and difﬁcult to implement and are frequently
used for uplink with more optimal variants [85].
2) Interference Avoidance in Femtocells: Due to the ad hoc
nature of the femtocell deployment it is difﬁcult to manage
femtocells from a centralised controller as the cell planning
in this case cannot be done. It is therefore preferred to induce
intelligence into the FAP, to enable it to self organise and cope
with interference without any centralised controller. Different
femtocells depending on their location and environment would
face different interference challenges without any knowledge
of the global network and therefore, it is important to have
distributed self organisation and optimisation schemes. The
FAP should be able to cope with most of the situations and
make sure the user enjoys good quality service of femto-
cells. Intelligent interference avoidance technique is thus of
great importance and more research needs to be done in
this area. In this section the interference avoidance schemes
proposed in the recent research are summarised. First the
general interference avoidance techniques are summarised and
then techniques used for speciﬁc physical layer technologies
(CDMA and OFDMA) are discussed in the following sub
sections. In the end, distributed optimisation schemes for
femtocells are also described.
The main interference challenges faced are the co-tier and
cross-tier interference as described in section 5.1. To cope
with the cross-tier interference, initially spectrum splitting was
suggested [97]. It was recommended that a spectrum band
should be divided into two portions. One portion should be
allocated for use of macrocell users and the other portion
would be used for femtocell operations. This would only
leave the co-tier interference to cope with. However, due to
the high cost and scarcity of spectrum, this technique would
lead to reduced efﬁciency. In some cases, where there is very
dense deployment of femtocells, and the cross-tier interference
is hard to manage, it is suggested that separate portion of
spectrum should be used for the femtocell operations [31]. In
the case of OFDMA system, separate sub channels are allo-
cated to the femtocells to mitigate the cross-tier interference.
Another approached proposed in [31] is to have a limit on the
maximum number of femtocell users in a macrocell. Given
the properties of femtocells as plug and play device, there can
be any number of femtocells in a macrocell. It is also hard
to know the exact number of femtocells at a given time, thus,
this approach seems impractical.
Power control is a key technique in the interference avoid-
ance, especially in dense femtocell deployment. If the transmit
power of a femtocell is controlled and optimised, the outdoor
macrocell UE can be protected sufﬁciently. One such tech-
nique is proposed in [98], where femtocell network optimisa-
tion is performed with constraints on the indoor coverage and
the interference caused by femtocell BS to the macrocell UEs
outside. The optimisation problem is formulated as a mixed
integer problem and as a result, the maximum transmit power
and operational frequency of femtocell is obtained. This leads
to a scenario where the femtocell BS does not cause sufﬁcient
interference to the macrocell UE and at the same time the
femtocell having enough indoor coverage area. The drawback
of this technique is that it is complex and time consuming
and would not be feasible for implementation in a FAP. A
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simple technique in [99] provides power control to femtocells
to avoid causing interference to nearby macrocell users. It is
based on the assumption that the femtocell takes information
about macrocell users from the macrocell base station. Once
the macrocell user in under interference, the nearby femtocell
reduces its transmit power.
a) CDMA: Various interference avoidance techniques
are proposed for CDMA based wireless systems. One major
scheme proposed is the time hopping to reduce the cross-tier
uplink interference. In the 3G system, this is done using Time
Hopped CDMA (TH-CDMA). In this scheme, the transmis-
sion period is subdivided into small portions during which a
user transmits and remains silent for the other portions [100].
If there is no synchronisation between the two network tiers,
then each network tier independently chooses its periods. For
example, a CDMA transmission period P can be sub divided
into N portions or hops. Each user then selects one of the
hops (having length P/N ) for transmission. It is observed
that this scheme reduces the co-tier and cross-tier interference
by a factor of N [101].
A joint hopping scheme can also be implemented by having
all the users of one femtocell to transmit in the same time slot.
Due to the averaging of aggregate interference in a CDMA
based system, the femtocell users would not cause interference
to each other. The neighbouring femtocells independently
select time slots which reduces the co-tier interference by
a factor of N as well. The cross-tier uplink interference at
the FAP is reduced due to the same reason of independently
selecting time slots [101].
As described in section 5.1, femtocells at the edge of a
macrocell can receive uplink interference due to nearby macro-
cell UEs transmitting at high power. Similarly the femtocell
operating in closed access mode can cause severe interference
to the macrocell UE nearby. A study in [102] shows that with
constant transmission power a FAP can cause large amount of
interference to the macrocell UE. A cell edge scenario in an
FDD WCDMA based system has been analysed. The results
showed dead zones having size of radius 30 meters in the co
channel deployment. The size of these dead zones was reduced
to 5 meters when the carriers were separated by 5MHz. It
shows that if the carrier separation is less, the interference
increases and the size of dead zones also increase. A power
adjustment scheme is also proposed in this scenario, where
the FAP adjusts its power by observing the macro Received
Signal Code Power (RSCP) in the adjacent channel. The use of
power adjustment schemes reduces the cross tier interference.
In the case of macrocell UE causing interference to the FAP
at the macrocell edge, one solution can be the use of multi
sector antennas for FAP. This technique has been suggested
in [101] to reduce the cross-tier interference. If an antenna
having S number of sectors is used, the cross-tier interference
is reduced by a factor of S. The use of more than one radiating
elements have also been proposed in [103], where several
antenna elements are used to perform beamforming. It also
helps in adopting the coverage area of the femtocell in a
way similar to the shape of the indoor area (house or ofﬁce).
Having sectorial antennas would however increase the overall
cost and complexity of the FAP and make it less feasible for
wide scale deployment.
Power control plays a vital role in the interference avoidance
in CDMA systems. The two main and common power control
schemes, open loop power control and closed loop power
control have also been suggested for femtocells [84]. In
the open loop power control, a femtocell UE estimates the
maximum allowable transmit power by estimating its cross-tier
interference to the macrocell BS. The femtocell UE ﬁnds out
the cross-tier interference that it will cause to the macrocell
BS, and adjusts it power in such a way that the cross-tier
interference it is causing to the macrocell BS, should be less
than a pre deﬁned threshold. In the closed loop power control
femtocell UEs adjust their maximum transmit power based
on two things. First is the estimate of additional cross-tier
interference at the macrocell BS due to the femtocell UE,
which is similar to the open loop technique and second,
it also takes into account the Noise and Interference (NI)
level at the macrocell BS. The NI level is broadcast to a
femtocell UE by the FAP. This NI level is calculated by
macrocell BS, which informs the FAP about this through
the backhaul network. It is also shown that the closed loop
power control technique performs better than the open loop
technique. The closed loop power control performs better at
the low expense of macrocell throughput. Another solution
is provided in [104], where a joint power control, channel
management and admission control algorithm is proposed to
cope with the co channel interference in the downlink. This
algorithm gives higher priority to the macro UEs and provides
power control solutions in both distributed and centralized
manner.
b) OFDMA: As compared to the CDMA system, the
OFDMA system provides much ﬂexibility in the designing of
interference avoidance schemes [48]. The OFDMA femtocell
needs to know about its surrounding environment which en-
ables the FAP to have more detailed measurement reports from
the users and hence allocate sub channels more intelligently.
To cope with the cross tier interference, a dedicated spectrum
approach can be used [47], [49]. The spectrum would be
divided in to two main portions. One portion would be
dedicated to macrocell operations, while the other one for
femtocell. However, there still can be Inter Carrier Interference
(ICI) and Multiple Access Interference (MAI) due to lack of
synchronisation, leading to lack of orthogonality. This problem
would get even more severe in dense femtocell deployment.
In order to have accurate clock timing, each femtocell BS or
FAP ﬁrst calculates its distance from the macrocell BS. If the
macrocell BS is at a distance S from the FAP, the FAP delays
its transmission for S/C relative to that of the macrocell BS
transmission time, where C is the speed of light. This enables
somewhat accurate synchronisation, which leads to avoidance
of any ICI or MAI [49]. Normally the operators prefer using
same spectrum portion for femtocells as it is a more efﬁcient
utilisation of an expensive spectrum.
Depending on the type of deployment (co channel, dedi-
cated channel) there is always a trade off between spectrum
utilisation and co channel interference. In order to keep
a balance, in LTE systems, the deployment of femtocells
also known as H(e)NBs can be set to a partial co channel
deployment [105]. In this deployment scheme, some channels
are reserved for the usage of macrocell, while other channels
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are shared between macro and femtocells. To avoid cross tier
interference in such a case, a spectrum arrangement scheme
is proposed in [106]. In this scheme, it is assumed that
the macrocell knows the portion of spectrum dedicated for
macro usage and the portion shared with femtocells. Having
this knowledge, the macrocell then develops a database or
interference pool. This pool is populated by macrocell UEs
which have a threat of co channel interference from the
femtocells. These macrocell UEs are thus assigned spectrum
from the portion which is dedicated for macrocell usage.
Any other macrocell UEs can be assigned any portion of
the spectrum, as they do not pose any danger of co channel
interference. Another similar scheme for LTE femtocells is
presented based on Fractional Frequency Reuse (FFR) [107],
where only the sub channels that are not used in the macrocell
sub area are allocated to the femtocell. This scheme thus
avoids any cross tier interference that would occur because
of any near by macro UEs.
Resource allocation is of much importance in OFDMA
systems and various schemes have been proposed, such as the
Round Robin (RR) and Proportional Fair (PR) schemes [82].
The RR scheme works like a cyclic scheme, each macrocell
UE is allocated same time slot. The users are in a kind of
queue and the time slot returns to its starting point after going
through the queue of users. In the PR scheme, users are given
priority based on their needs. A user with a need of higher data
rate would be selected ﬁrst. Results show that the PR schemes
perform better than the RR scheme. On the other hand, for a
femtocell it is desired to allocate sub channels that reduce the
interference and increase the Area Spectral Efﬁciency (ASE).
A femtocell having cognitive capabilities can avoid in-
terference by using its spectrum sensing functionality. The
femtocell can sense the environment and is able to recognise
an interference signature [108]. This interference signature
enables a femtocell to select speciﬁc channels that are not fac-
ing interference from the surrounding environment. The idea
here is to re use any available channel that would not cause
interference to the macro or nearby femtocells. The amount
of channel re use varies in different femtocells, depending
on its location and environment. However, this would require
the FAP to have the capability of intelligently perceiving the
radio environment and recognising the interference signature
accurately. A similar interference avoidance scheme based on
OFDMA in which the femtocell has cognitive capabilities
is presented in [109]. This scheme is based on the closed
access mode and avoids the cross tier interference between
femtocell and macrocell by implying the femtocell to use
resource blocks that are used by macro UEs spatially far
away from the femtocell. The avoidance scheme also uses
spectrum sensing results and scheduling information obtained
from macro BS through the backhaul.
A general scheme for dynamic spectrum access (DSA) and
power allocation (PA) is presented in [110]. This scheme
considers the femtocells are secondary users as in the case
of cognitive femtocells and takes a simpliﬁed scenario where
there are 3 macrocell users (primary users) occupying the 3
available channels. The femtocells each having one user, are
randomly distributed and are large in number. The problem
is formulated as an optimisation problem and each femtocell
is assigned one of the 3 channels that are also used by
the primary users. The DSA scheme optimises the channels
in such a way that the femtocell having sufﬁcient spatial
separation from the primary user would only reuse the same
channel. This way, the scenario is basically divided into three
zones, where each zone uses the channel of a primary user,
which is at a sufﬁcient distance from the zone [110].. The
power allocation is also based on the fact that each femtocell
adjusts its power in such a way that the maximum interference
caused to the surrounding femtocells should not cross a certain
predeﬁned threshold. Inter cell coordination is also used for
interference avoidance schemes to avoid inter cell interference
at cell edges [111]. The research proposes an interference
coordination scheme using the downlink multi cell resource
allocation with dynamic inter cell coordination. The scheme
achieves better performance without any loss in the sector
throughput. The scheme can be implemented in femtocells to
avoid any interference from nearby macrocell base stations.
3) Distributed Interference Management Schemes: Fem-
tocells have limited knowledge about the global femtocell
network which makes the centralised techniques very difﬁcult
to implement. Providing sufﬁcient knowledge to the femtocells
is possible through the backhaul network, but this would cause
much congestion on the backhaul network. Furthermore, as
the number of femtocell can be very large, this makes it
impractical for the operator to provide large information to
the femtocell through the backhaul. In this case, distributed
schemes are of much importance. Researchers have provided
a number of distributed schemes for interference avoidance in
femtocells, some key techniques are discussed.
A distributed power control algorithm is proposed in [112].
for the closed access mode. The paper derives a relation which
provides the largest feasible cellular SINR values if a set of
feasible SINR values for femtocells are given. In order to
reduce the cross tier interference, a distributed utility based
SINR approach at the femtocell BS is also proposed, where the
power of femtocells causing strong interference is gradually
reduced [113]. A distributed dynamic Inter Cell Interference
(ICI) avoidance (DDIA) scheme is proposed in [114]. The
algorithm introduces the concept of ICI link and two tier
scheduling due to which it is able to harmonise all base
stations with users adaptively. An interesting study is done
in [115], where femtocells are able to decode the BS control
channel and make decisions related to transmission based
on the scheduling and resource allocation of the macrocell
system. The concept is similar to the Type II relays speciﬁed
in IEEE 802.16j standard. A number of comparisons are done
with certain system assumptions.
The importance of distributed power control schemes for
HSDPA femtocells have been described in [116]. Two dis-
tributed power control schemes have been proposed, in the geo
static scheme the transmit power of a femtocell is controlled
on the basis of its location. While in the adaptive power control
scheme, a target data rate is computed by the network and
the transmit power is adjusted to achieve these data rates
locally. Another scheme [117] addresses the problem of power
control in decentralised OFDMA based femtocell networks
and a distributed power control and scheduling algorithm is
proposed. The algorithm is able to exploit multiuser diversity
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while determining power level on each sub channel. In [118]
the power control objective is modelled as a utility function
which is strictly concave with respect to the transmission
power. An algorithm with particle swarm optimisation is then
developed to obtain the optimal power settings.
Radio coverage optimisation plays a vital role in improving
the overall performance of femtocell networks. Due to the
lack of global information and central control in femtocell
networks, development of distributed coverage optimisation
algorithm can be challenging. One such algorithm for joint
femtocell coverage area optimisation is proposed in [119]. The
algorithm runs individually on each FAP and strives to achieve
user load balancing and minimisation of coverage holes and
any overlaps. This scheme adjusts the femtocell pilot transmit
power and provides 18% improvement in supported user trafﬁc
as compared to the ﬁxed pilot transmit power schemes. An-
other pilot power minimisation scheme is presented in [120],
where the pilot power management for High Speed Downlink
Packet Access (HSDPA) femtocell network is studied. The
pilot power for HSDPA femtocell is adjusted subject to the
instantaneous coverage requirements. A generalised optimisa-
tion problem is formulated and a suboptimal analytic solution
is provided for each femtocell. Similarly in [121], coverage
adaptation is proposed for femtocells where the information
about mobility events of indoor and passing by users is used
to optimise the femtocell coverage. This in turn also decreases
the core network mobility signalling. In [122] another adaptive
pilot power model is introduced for femtocells to adapt the
transmission power based on position of the users. The scheme
uses information about mobility events of the outdoor users to
optimise femtocell coverage, which reduces the transmission
power according to the user position. Similar work is done
by [123], where the femtocell ﬁrst obtains information about
is surrounding environment and uses this information to carry
out self conﬁguration and self optimisation to achieve an
optimised coverage and minimum interference in the network.
A low cost multi element antenna is used with a series of
corresponding algorithms mainly based on low complexity
shaped beam forming and power adjustment.
Game theory has been used in network resource allocations
and is also used in femtocells for power allocation scheme.
One such scheme is proposed in [124], where a decentralised
power control algorithm that considers loads of individual
femtocell is proposed for closed access femtocell networks.
A payoff function is derived using fairness and interference to
other femtocells. The algorithm is based on a non cooperative
game model and the properties of a supermodular game are
used to implement the decentralised power control algorithm.
This shows that the power of femtocells with less user load
is reduced more as compared to femtocells with compara-
tively larger number of users. Another similar algorithm using
game theory for interference management in OFDM based
femtocells have been proposed in [125], where femtocells self
organise in order to ﬁnd the most appropriate access strategy.
The FAPs strive to ﬁnd out an optimal strategy for resource
allocation under the constraint of inducing a limited amount of
harmful interference to the MUE. Game theory has also been
used in [126] for a femtocell based Mobile Virtual Network
Operator (MVNO) model and power settings are derived based
on Nash Equilibrium. The power settings maintain the required
QoS level without causing sufﬁcient interference to the MUE.
The problem of co tier interference is also addressed in a
distributed algorithm [127]. Fractional frequency reuse (FFR)
is used to adjust the fractional frequency reuse factor accord-
ing to the environment. This is done with the help of femtocell
location and interference information and classiﬁes femtocells
into different groups, where sub channels are allocated to avoid
interference. Allocation of transmit power takes place after the
allocation of sub channels, the power is allocated based on the
received signal strength information (RSSI) in a distributed
fashion.
Distributed interference management schemes are the key
solutions for the interference management challenge in fem-
tocells. These schemes are able to address the problems in a
way that is suitable for femtocells and hence further research
is required in this area.
C. Open Challenges in Interference Management
The efﬁciency of an interference management scheme de-
pends on the speciﬁc femtocell scenario. In case of less
dense deployment, simple schemes can be helpful and provide
sufﬁcient interference management for both the macrocell
and femtocell network layers. The main aim is to enable
femtocell to be deployed densely and hence, efﬁcient inter-
ference management schemes that can cope with the ad hoc
nature of femtocells and provide QoS to both macrocell and
femtocell users should be developed. It should also be kept
in mind that the FAP is a small low powered device and it
should be able to handle the complexity of these schemes.
The limitations of a femtocell should be studied and the
schemes should be able to overcome these limitations. For
example, the femtocell may have a limited bandwidth on
the backhaul connection and may not be able to handle too
much signalling through the backhaul. In case of cooperation
among neighbouring femtocells, the overall process should be
evaluated and studied.
Interference management schemes for femtocells can be
mainly centralised or distributed. In the centralised schemes,
there is a need of a central entity which can provide informa-
tion to a particular femtocell about the global scenario. There
is also a need of communication link between femtocells and
the central entity, which can create extra burden and delay.
On the other hand, this can also save the femtocell a lot
of processing overhead required for sensing the environment
and using this information. On the other hand, distributed
techniques provide much ﬂexibility to the femtocells. The
femtocells can take their own decisions based on their local
environment and also exchange information with its neigh-
bouring femtocells. As compared to the centralised schemes,
the distributed schemes are more complex and require self
organisation and self optimisation capabilities. It needs to have
speciﬁc knowledge about the macrocell users in order to avoid
causing any harmful interference to it. For example, in a fully
distributed algorithm, the femtocell needs to know the location
of any nearby macrocell users using the same spectrum. A lot
of schemes are proposed as discussed in the previous section,
but there is still a need to have an efﬁcient and less complex
technique.
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Any interference management scheme strongly depends on
the radio access technology (e.g CDMA or OFDMA) and
access mode (CSG, open access or hybrid access) being used.
Techniques like adaptive power control, resource allocation,
interference cancellation and beamforming for multiple an-
tenna transceivers can be of help in having an efﬁcient in-
terference management scheme. Furthermore, hybrid schemes
such as joint power control and resource allocation can be
very helpful. These schemes have more ﬂexibility and can
result in good performance of femtocell and macrocell. A very
good and detailed study of the open challenges in femtocell
deployment is provided in [128].
VI. FEMTOCELL STANDARDISATION
In 3GPP, femtocell is standardised since release 8 where the
name of femtocell is Home Node B in WCDMA system and
Home e Node B in LTE system. There are many documents for
H(e)NB, e.g. service requirements, architectural aspects, IMS,
mobility procedures, radio frequency requirements, Operation,
Administration, Maintenance and Provisioning (OAM&P) and
Self Organising Networks (SON) issues are described. In
this survey paper, since the interference management of fem-
tocells are addressed, the summary of the radio frequency
requirements for Home Node B [129] and radio frequency
requirement for Home e Node B [130] will be described in
this section.
In particular four points are analysed in [129] and [130]. 1)
Guidance on how to control H(e)NB power, 2) Measurements
of surrounding environment such as macro and other H(e)NB
signal strength, 3) Mechanism to set maximum power and
4) Mechanism to adjust H(e)NB uplink. The objectives of
these technical reports is to ﬁnd out the new RF requirement
for H(e)NB speciﬁc properties and to investigate the effective
interference control schemes to ensure good performance of
both macrocell networks and H(e)NB networks. Please note
however that these analysis descriptions never have the inten-
tion to be mandatory for any proposed function in the network.
These investigated area are addressed to ensure that operators
have necessary information to fully understand corresponding
issues on the deployment of H(e)NB. i.e. deployment sce-
narios potential bottlenecks, Guidance on how to control the
interference between macro and H(e)NB.
There are several deployment conﬁgurations consisted of
the access modes mentioned before, frequency and power
allocation. In the point of frequency, there are three aspects:
dedicated deployment, co-channel deployment and partial co-
channel deployment with the frequency used by macrocells.
For the power allocation, ﬁxed or dynamic power allocation
for uplink and downlink are analysed. For LTE system, ﬁxed
and adaptive resource partitioning is also one of the factors for
the deployment scenarios. In this factor, intercell interference
coordination is applied by frequency, time and/or spatial
partitioning. In addition to these deployment conﬁgurations,
interference scenarios are investigated as table II.
For the schema of control of HNB downlink interference
in [129], for example, it is observed that HNB downlink power
has to depend on its location in the macrocell to adjust the
acceptable performance for both HNB and Macro NB. I.e.
TABLE II
INTERFERENCE SCENARIOS IN H(E)NB
S.No Aggressor Victim Priority
1 UE attached to
H(e)NB
Macro (e)Node B Up-
link
yes
2 H(e)NB Macro (e)Node B Up-
link
yes
3 UE attached to Macro
(e)Node B
H(e)NB Uplink yes
4 Macro (e)Node B H(e)NB Downlink -
5 UE attached to
H(e)NB
H(e)NB Uplink yes
6 H(e)NB H(e)NB Downlink yes
7 UE attached to
H(e)NB and/or
H(e)NB
Other system -
8 Other system UE attached to
H(e)NB and/or
H(e)NB
-
HNB allocated in the edge of macrocell needs to transmit
at low power to maintain the required coverage for the UE
attached to Macro NB. On the other hand, HNB allocated in
the centre of macrocell has to increase its power to maintain
good coverage for the UE attached in HNB while not creating
much interference for the UE attached in Macro NB.
For the schema of control of HeNB downlink interference
in [130], for example, there are many investigations. Time
shifting at symbol level for control channel protection, fre-
quency partition for data channel protection, and HeNB power
control based on HUE measurement and/or GPS detection and
so on. Some interference management speciﬁc functionalities
are standardized in LTE in 3GPP Release 8 [131] and LTE-
Advanced in 3GPP Release 10 [132], [133]. They are called
as ICIC (Inter-cell Interference Coordination) in LTE system
and eICIC (Enhanced ICIC) in LTE-Advanced system.
ICIC eNB signals to neighbour eNBs UL Interference
Overload Indication (OI), UL High Interference Indication
(HII) and Relative Narrowband Tx Power (RNTP) for down-
link by X2 C-plane procedure (Load Information mes-
sage) [134]. All of them are interference information per
Physical Resource Block (PRB) to minimize interference be-
tween eNBs which cells are closed each other. The interaction
between OI and HII is implementation speciﬁc, e.g. when one
UE allocated in cell edge needs large power and affects high
interference to the neighbour cell, the eNB informs HII in the
Load Information message to the neighbour eNB to assign
the PRB corresponding to HII to the user in the cell centre.
When the eNB suffers from high interference from the UE in
neighbour cells, the eNB inform OI in the Load Information
message to request lower Tx power of the victim UE. The
RNTP information is used for DL power Restriction per PRB
in the cell. If eNB receives this information from neighbour
eNB, it can be used for interference aware scheduling of the
radio resource in the cell.
eICIC also called as time domain ICIC, the eNB signals its
almost blank subframe (ABS) patterns to neighbour eNBs, so
that the receiving eNB can utilize the ABS of the sending eNB
with less interference. The use case of eICIC is Macro-Pico
heterogeneous deployment scenarios.
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Both of functions are for eNBs and macrocell/picocell
systems which need X2 interface between eNBs (means not
for H(e)NBs). In 3GPP Release 10, X2 interface between
HeNBs are deﬁned in [135], so that ICIC and eICIC are
available for HeNB systems.
Each function is investigated and analysed to provide the
operators to ensure the sufﬁcient information for the deploy-
ment of H(e)NB. In the future release, more and more propos-
als and investigations will be discussed and described for the
convenience to the new categories of H(e)NB deployments.
VII. CONCLUSION & FUTURE OF FEMTOCELLS
Femtocells are considered to be the solution to meet the
future needs for high data rates and capacity in the wire-
less cellular networks. However, for femtocells to become
widely acceptable there are a number of challenges. Currently
femtocells are being provided by operators, but due to the
still low deployment numbers, the challenges are not yet
apparent in practice. Femtocells would face many problems
when the deployment is on a large scale and their density
increases. These challenges are discussed and summarised in
this article with the emphasis on interference management.
This survey paper provides a basic overview of femtocells
starting from their background and history. It provides an
insight into the potential research areas of femtocells that can
be explored. Interference management plays a vital role in the
successful deployment of a wireless system, and thus it has
been explained in detail with its types and perception from
the point of view of different air interface technologies. The
paper makes a case for the use of cognitive radio technologies
to facilitate self management of FAPs. It discusses the need,
requirements and research efforts till date in this area.
Although femtocells and cognitive femtocells have been a
hot topic since last couple of years, they are still struggling
for the large scale market acceptance. Future networks require
higher capacity and data rates, better coverage, improved
connectivity and QoS guarantee and soon it will not be pos-
sible for the macrocell based network to provide the required
QoS to all users. In the future LTE networks, femtocells
will play a vital role and with the help of opportunistic
spectrum access in cognitive femtocells, it can provide the user
with extra resource blocks when needed. The future cognitive
femtocell would have the capability to operate as normal
femtocells as well but can also use opportunistic spectrum
access when a user requires higher QoS for a certain service.
The femtocells would also face tough competition from the
already established Wi-Fi technology and the operators need
to provide cheap services in order to capture the future indoor
wireless access market. Given the capabilities of femtocells,
it is able to become an important part of the future wireless
data and voice networks.
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